It is shown that if if is a positive definite Hermitian quadratic form in r variables which is even integral over the imaginary quadratic field of discriminant -d and if det H^2 r d~r /2 9 then 4 divides r.
1* It has long been known that an even integral unimodular positive quadratic form over Z must have rank divisible by 8 ([6] , [7] ). An interesting consequence of this fact is that if s > r, then the C-linear space of Siegel modular forms of degree s and weight r/2 is {0} unless 8 divides r ([12] ).
The purpose of the present note is to prove an analogous theorem about Hermitian quadratic forms over imaginary quadratic number fields, and to draw the corresponding conclusions about certain C-linear spaces of Hermitian modular forms.
Let K be the imaginary quadratic number field of discriminant -d with ring of integers έ? = Z + Zω. Let %, S3 { , (£, be fractional ideals and L = %x 1 + + % r x r a finitely generated ^'-module. Then the ideal class of Sί = Sίi Sϊ r is an invariant of L. Let H: L x L -> K be a Hermitian form of rank r. We define the determinant of H by \H\ = NoTm K/Q 
(W)\H(x if Xj)\.
Then \H\ depends only on H and L [8, page 229] .
Associated to H are the ideal scale (H) = {H (v, w) \v, w eL} and the ideal norm (H) generated by {H (y, v) Once the assignment H H-> Q is specified, the desired properties can be obtained by direct algebraic considerations. However, in view of our intended application and because it provides a natural organization and thematic coherence for the various details of the proof, we prefer to cloak the algebra in the garb of the theory of theta functions. For convenience, we give the proof only in the case when L -^x 1 , where ε is a certain root of 1 (see [1] , [2] 
\v eL}. Since H(v, w) = H(w, v), norm (H)aQ. H is called positive definite if norm (H)<z Q + , and even integral if norm (H) c 2Z. Since tτa.ce κ/Q (H(v, w)) = H(v, w) + H(w, v)
= H(v + w, v + w) -H(y, v) -H{w, w), trace# /<? (scale (if)) c norm (H) c
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We will determine necessary and sufficient conditions on H such that Θ Z (Z, H) be a Hermitian modular form for Γ S^( K) of weight r if the lattice £ = (^) rxs . It will suffice to consider the behavior of Θ 2 (Z, H) with respect to the following set of generators of Γ^{K): 
It follows that H must be even integral over <^\
The function θ a (Z, H) , with H even integral over ^, is invariant under the unimodular mappings Z ι-> Z7'Z Σ7, where Z7 is a unimodular matrix over έ? ([11] , Theorem 2.3); hence, it remains to consider the constraints imposed by the partial involutions in conjunction with the functional equation (3).
First we will consider involution ZH -Z~ι, and determine the conditions it imposes on H. Then we will show that if H satisfies the conditions imposed by the translations and the involution, then it automatically satisfies the constrains imposed by the various partial involutions.
The lattice S can be easily expressed in terms of S. In fact, since the different of K is the principal ideal generated by l/^d, one finds 8 = (2/l/-d)&, and consequently θ% can be expressed in terms of <9 S by (6) 6>£
t( J K')-modular form of weight r, then in particular
Θl-Z~\ £Γ) = |-iZ\ r θ Λ (Z, H) .
Using (7) to rewrite the right side as a function of -Z~ι, and then replacing -Z~ι by Z, obtain
H) .
Now write Z = X + i Y, with X and F Hermitian, and compute the limit as the eigenvalues of Y approach infinity (and X remains in some compact set); only the constant term (volS) 1/2 survives in the theta function (because Y and H are positive) as one immediately sees from the defining equation (2) . Therefore |jff| 8 (vol8) = 1.
Using this condition, the left side of (7) If Q is the matrix of an even integral unimodular quadratic form in 2r variables over Z, and if Z e 3^> then the theta function
is a Siegel modular form of weight r. In particular, it satisfies the relation
θ{~z~\Q) = \-iz\ r θ(z,Q)
. In modern terminology, we will show that there exists a Hermitian form H: ^ x ^ -> K such that norm (H) c 2Z + and \H\ = Our construction is based on the following lemma of Jacobson [5] . See also Gerstein [3] for a similar construction.
LEMMA (Jacobson) . // K % is a local field, then any two regular n-ary Hermitian spaces over K% with the same determinant are isometric*
Then \U\ = 16/' d 2 and norm (L')c(2/d)Z. At all primes Sβ/eZ we will use Jacobson's lemma to change U to L so that L will be even integral. Let pZ = φ n Z. Then pέ? = ψ and φ is the only integral with JV(*β) = p. Since |L ¥ | = |L'|, by Jacobson's lemma, the Hermitian spaces L$ 0 <?%K% and L' (x) iί^ are isometric, and there exists a lattice in L f (x) iΓ φ which is isometric to L^. Gall that lattice L % . We have a matrix T% with ^3-adic coefficients such that is even integral over Z [V-1] and | J| = 1, cp. Iyanaga [4] . One can show that the set of even integral Hermitian forms with determinant Void 2 forms a genus. But its class number remains unknown; in view of [9] , it seems unlikely that it is 1. Freitag [2] has shown that (Γ%.{Q (V-1) The Supporting Institutions listed above contribute to the cost of publication of this Journal, but they are not owners or publishers and have no responsibility for its content or policies.
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